Abstract
Introduction.
Object-Oriented (00) software systems suffer from poor execution efficiency due to large number of indirect accesses, frequent object creation and destruction, and dynamic message bindings. Since the run time behaviors differ substantially for various application domains and code patterns, the optimization should be domain or pattern specific. Thus, code pattern plays an important role for understanding the run time behaviors of 00 systems. However, there are few 00 benchmark programs found in the literatures that reflect the code pattern consideration. The traditional synthetic benchmarks were most based on the literature analysis for benchmarking. Benchmark designed in this way lacks of the consideration of program run-time behavior.
In this research, Java is chosen as our experimental language due to its popularity in the 00 community and its flexibility in different platforms. Java is an object-oriented programming language developed by Sun Microsystems. It is designed to execute on a virtual machine, called Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Java programs are first compiled into bytecodes, which are then executed by the JVM. If we want to get the Java program run-time information, only the JVM should be modified, and the programs don't need any recompilation. This new benchmark suit will be designed to apply to standalone Java client computers, either with disk (e.g., PC, workstation) or without disk (e.g., network computer) executing programs in an ordinary Java platform environment.
We organize the paper as follows. In section 2 , the design and implementation of run-time profiling of Java program are introduced. In section 3, we propose the concept of control patterns and show that all log trace can be transformed to the defined structure. In section 4, benchmark programs and run-time statistics are assessed according to our definition of control-patterns. Conclusions and further work will be given in section 5 .
Run-time profiling of java program execution
We can refer to JVM [9] for the execution flow of Java programs.
In order to get the run-time trace of Java program execution for analysis, the JVM software implementation (bytecode interpreter) of JDK is chosen as our experimental system. In this chapter, we first introduce the JVM and its software implementation, and then describe how we modify the JVM software implementation to get the run-time method invocation trace.
Modified implementation
We modify the JDK source programs to get the needed information for our analyzer. The JDK package contains Java APIs, Java compiler, Java interpreter (JVM software implementation), and other utilities for developing Java programs. Java interpreter is the only program we modified in the JDK.
Three parts of the JVM are touched in the modification process. They are dynamic class loader, class and method area(native method) and execution engine. The information of used classes during program execution are recorded by the Dynamic Class Loader. When a Java kame is created in the Execution Engine, it must be recorded down. The Method Area must be accessed to get the correspondent method information of a Java frame. The modified implementation can be referred to [4] .
Profiling files
The definition of a method invocation (message sending) is given as follows. A method invocation consists of a receiver class, a method class, and a method (method name and signature). Method invocations are the events we are interested in during program execution, hence a method invocation is defined as an event in this thesis.
Definition: Event
An event is a method invocation, and is consisted of three parts: ( Receiver Class, Method Class, Method ) After executing a Java program on our modified JVM software implementation, two profile files @rofile.static and profi1e.dynamic) will be produced. puofile.static is an ascii file in which data are all recorded in readable ascii characters. --b Complex control pattern In general, for a set of execution log pattern, the directed graph is constructed. Every log pattern exists in the graph. Nevertheless, the directed graph doesn't belong to any one of simple control pattern or compound control pattern. Take a set of execution log pattern In fact a control pattern with G(E,V) is constructed based a set S of execution log pattern, it is possible that a path from source to sink is in G but not in S . Consider the set of execution log pattern( A B~C D I E , ABzCDzE) in Figure3-9. the path A B I C D~E is in the directed graph, there is not the same execution log pattern in the set. Consequence, we design constrain function output corresponding to every vertex and constrain Boolean function corresponding to every edge. In following section there is a detail definition of control pattern.
Control patterns analysis
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Control Pattern

Definition Control pattern contains of several activities.
Each activity is explained as a node of directed graph. In addition, each activity is thought of as a function that modifies the state of control pattern. The activity is an object in some semantic level. The edges on the graph represent the control flow from one activity to another. Each edge is associated with a constraint Boolean function (on the state of control pattern) on behalf of the relation whether the edge will be followed or not. If the node has more than one outgoing edge, their Boolean functions are independent. With the simplification, we transform execution log patterns to directed graph between activities. If there exists a relationship independent. With the simplification, we transform execution log patterns to directed graph between activities. If there exists a relationship between two activities in the control pattern, then these two activities will appear in the same order in each execution.
The execution of control process follows the activity graph. When each activity U terminates, the constraint function output o(u) is computed. Then the constraint Boolean functions on the outgoing edges are evaluated on the output. If f(u,u.nexl) (o(u)) is true, the state of the control pattern has arrived u-next. Each model of control pattern is assumed as a graph with a single source and single sink. Sometimes, if there is no such vertex, we must add a vertex with edges to the first executed vertex in the graph, and a terminating vertex with edges from the terminating vertexes of the control pattern.
Control Pattern Mining
We have divided the control pattern mining problem into two parts. One is the graph mining, the other is constrain condition mining. Problem 1: graph mining. Given a set of execution log pattern of the same control pattern, find a directed graph. Algorithm : 1 . Start with the graph G(V,E), with V being the set of activities of the control process and E=@. 2. For each execution log patterns, for each pair of activities u,v such that uv appears in execution log patterns, add the edge (u,v) to E. The complexity of the algorithm is (IEI). Problem 2: constraint condition mining. Given a set of execution log patterns of the same control pattern and a corresponding directed graph G=(V,E), find the constraint function output o(v), VE V , and the constraint Boolean function f(U,v) ,(u,v) E E . Algorithm:
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Mining execution log patterns
In this section, we describe how simple control patterns and execution log patterns are looked up in a method invocation sequence. In fact, the concept of the problem is same as mining sequence pattern [18] . We split the problem of mining sequential patterns into following phases:
1 . CL Phase Find the simple execution log patterns (like Consecutive Patterns and Loop-N Patterns) and replace them with control patterns identifier. ACDCCCCCCCCEFHIACABCABCABCABCABCKJEF
DK
The modified method invocation sequence is the input of below steps. Different simple control patterns are found separately. Only one control pattern is calculated for each pass of the method invocation sequence. Figure 4 -10 illustrates the way our analyzer used to look up control patterns in a method invocation sequence.
The method invocation sequence is fed into the predictor. The predictor keeps several internal states to predict the next method invocation. The output of the predictor is compared with the next method invocation input from the method invocation sequence. If the output of the predictor is same with the input method invocation, then the input method invocation together with the method invocations in the predictor is an instance of the evaluated control pattern. The input method invocation is then fed into the predictor to update the internal states of predictor.
The predictor is configurable. Setup the predictor with different internal state configuration corresponds to different control pattern evaluation, Setup the predictor with one internal state to record the previous method invocation is to evaluation the consecutive pattern. The internal state is used as an output to compare with next input method invocation. Setup the predictor with three internal states to record the = ACD@FHIAC@KJEFDK previous three method invocations is to evaluate the loop-3 pattern. The third internal state is used as an output to compare with the next input method invocation. With these techniques, the simple control patterns in a method invocation sequence can be easily found.
hit forall candidate CE ck do begin 6. 
Benchmark programs and runtime statistics
In order to see if there exist any particular behaviors in typical Java programs, we collected 3 suite of Java programs to analyze. These programs are first executed on the modified JVM to get the run-time method invocation sequence, and then analyzed by the analyzer to obtain various statistics. In this section, the benchmark programs are described and the results are discussed.
Benchmark programs
We have collected 18 Java programs for our analyzer to analyze. Most of these programs are from two sources. One is the sample programs included in the JDK, the other is the winner programs of JavaCup program contest, which was held by Sun Microsystem in 1996. Javac program is included in the JDK API. Linpacklava is downloaded from [lo] . It is hoped that these programs can represent the application domains of java programs and exhibit the typical java program behaviors.
Below are the overview and descriptions of our benchmark programs. In the # of Classes field, the number in the parentheses is the number of classes exist in the program, while the number outside the parentheses is the number of classes that are actually used in the run-time of the program execution. Most of these programs are user-intervention programs. In other words, it needs users to terminate the execution of these programs. We always terminate their execution after the execution behaviors have reached a steady state, or after proceeding a meaningful work. For example, in the Animation program, we kept the program running for the animation repeating two or three times before terminating it. In the WebDraw program, we drew a Mickey Mouse face and saved it before exiting the program. 
CONCLUSIONS
Exploiting Run-time behaviors
The control pattern mining tools have been implemented for Consecutive control pattern and Loop-N control pattern
We have evaluated the percentage of consecutive control pattern and loop-n control pattern in the method invocation sequence of the benchmark programs. Although the percentages of these patterns vary between different programs, they do exist in the method invocation sequence during program execution. The existence of control patterns provides opportunities to understand the object-oriented programs.
Other Run-time Statistic
Method sizes of Java programs Above 50% of them are less than run-time behaviors of are usually every short. 20 bytes. JVM does not define any I/O instructions, so JVM software implementation needs native codes to deal with program I/O operations. By our analysis, less than 20% of the method invocations are native method invocations in most Java programs.
